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Superior thermoelectric performance in PbTe–PbS
pseudo-binary: extremely low thermal conductivity
and modulated carrier concentration†

Di Wu,‡ab Li-Dong Zhao,cd Xiao Tong,‡a Wei Li,ab Lijun Wu,e Qing Tan,f Yanling Pei,c

Li Huang,ab Jing-Feng Li,f Yimei Zhu,e Mercouri G. Kanatzidis*d and Jiaqing He*ab

Lead chalcogenides are dominant thermoelectric materials in the medium-temperature range due to their

highly favorable electronic band structures and low thermal conductivities. An important system is the PbTe–

PbS pseudo-binary, and its low thermal conductivity originates largely from the coexistence of both alloying

and nanostructuring through phase-separation. To better understand the competition between the alloying

and phase separation and its pronounced effects on the thermoelectric performance in PbTe–PbS, we

systematically studied, via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations and theoretical calculations,

the samples of Spark Plasma Sintered (SPSed) 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x with x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,

30% and 35%. The highest figure of merit, viz., ZT B 2.3 was obtained at 923 K, when the PbS phase-fraction, x,

was 20%, which corresponds to the lowest lattice thermal conductivity of the series. The consistently lower

lattice thermal conductivities in the SPSed samples as compared with the corresponding ingots originates from

the mesostructured nature of the former, which contributes significantly to their superior ZT. We also studied

the onset of carrier concentration modulation at B600 K, which leads to the observed saturation of electrical

transport properties due to the diffusion and re-dissolution of excessive Na into the PbTe–PbS matrix. This

carrier concentration modulation is equally crucial to achieve very high power factors (up to 26.5 mW cm�1 K�2

at 623 K) and outstanding thermoelectric performances in SPSed PbTe–PbS binaries.

Broader context
The conflict between the growing demands of energy and exhausting non-renewable fossil fuel resources has drawn the world’s concern over the last few
decades. Thermoelectric materials are of great interest because they represent a technique, which can directly tap the vast reserves of currently under-used
thermal energy, in an environmentally friendly manner, and thus are deemed promising in waste heat recovery and active cooling. At present, the bottleneck
that restricts the application of thermoelectric materials and technology is their relatively low figure of merit, ZT. Only with an average ZT that exceeds B3.0,
could a practically usable energy transfer efficiency, i.e., 50% of Carnot efficiency, be achieved. Herein, we report a broad plateau of high ZT in a 3 at% Na-doped
(PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 SPSed sample, with a peak value of B2.3 at 923 K, which is the highest ever reported in the lead chalcogenides; moreover, we exhibit that only a
delicate balance between alloying and precipitate scattering can result in an optimal phonon scattering effect. In addition, we propose a solid explanation, i.e.,
carrier concentration modulation due to Na diffusion and re-dissolution, to elucidate the ‘‘abnormal saturation’’ of electrical transport properties at B600 K.

Introduction

Thermoelectric materials can directly create electrical power from
heat and have thus drawn growing research interest for decades.1

The performance of a specific thermoelectric material is evalu-
ated by a dimensionless figure-of-merit, ZT = S2sT/k, where S is
the Seebeck coefficient, s is electrical conductivity, T is the
absolute temperature, and k is thermal conductivity. To achieve
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a satisfactory thermoelectric performance, a thermoelectric
material should have proper electronic structure to assure a
high power factor, PF = S2s, and simultaneously, a very low
thermal conductivity, k. The family of lead chalcogenides PbQ
(Q = Te, Se or S) are such examples of paradigmatic thermo-
electric materials. The high band degeneracies in these materials2,3

favor high Seebeck coefficients, while their narrow band gaps2,4

indicate that suitable electrical conductivities can be achieved via
doping; moreover, the intrinsic lattice thermal conductivities of PbQ
can be lowered to very low levels considering their simple crystal
structures (space group Fm%3m) due to the high anharmonicity
of their bonds and the recently identified soft phonon behaviors
of their lattices.5,6 The power factors of p-type lead chalcogenides
can be enhanced further by valence band structure engineering via
the introduction of resonant states, i.e., Tl-doped PbTe,7,8 or tuning
the band’s degeneracy through alloying, i.e., PbSe alloyed PbTe,9

MgTe alloyed PbTe,10 PbSe–PbS alloys,11 and MnTe alloyed PbTe.12

The lattice thermal conductivity can be lowered by various nano-
structuring approaches, e.g., in situ nanophase precipitation10,13–15

and ex situ powder processing16–18 (nanoinclusion or grain refining).
In addition, the pseudo-binary systems, PbTe–PbSe,19,20 PbTe–
PbS21,22 and PbSe–PbS,11,23 also exhibit remarkable thermo-
electric performances. Both PbTe–PbSe and PbSe–PbS were
believed to be complete solid solutions, the low thermal con-
ductivities of which largely result from the alloy scattering due
to Te/Se and Se/S point defects, although recent transmission
electron microscopy studies disclosed that nano-scale precipitates
do exist in PbSe–PbS alloys.23 In contrast, the PbTe–PbS system
has a verified immiscibility gap between the PbTe and PbS phases24

and exhibits phase separation, either in the form of nucleation and
grain-growth processes, spinodal decompositions,25,26 or an inter-
mediate case,27 depending on the relative phase fraction. The
competition between alloying (PbTe1�xSx) and phase separation
extremely engenders the complex microstructures of the PbTe–PbS
system that results in very low lattice thermal conductivities in this
binary, compared with both pristine PbTe and PbS.

To investigate the nature and evolution of the microstructure
at a deeper level with a broader range of PbS fractions than our
previous studies, we systematically studied 3 at% Na-doped
(PbTe)1�x(PbS)x SPSed samples (x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,
30%, and 35%). Previous work on a more limited set of composi-
tions focused on cast ingots rather than SPSed materials.
We find that the material’s thermoelectric performance can be
further optimized because we can consistently achieve the lower
values of lattice thermal conductivity than those of the corre-
sponding ingots,21 yet with similar power factors. Since the
powder processing and all-scale hierarchical structuring13,28

procedures performed on these materials tend to introduce extra
point defects, nanostructures and strong interfacial potential
between mesoscaled grains, our results confirm that a much
higher ZT can be obtained in all-scale hierarchical structured
systems. In this study, we find that the lowest thermal conduc-
tivity occurs at the nominal PbS-phase fraction of 20%, and we
attribute this to the least complete phase separation27 and more
effective nanoprecipitate scattering as discussed in our calcula-
tions in the frame of Callaway model. The phase separation

between PbTe and PbS not only evolves according to their
relative phase fractions, but also are largely affected by their
previous heat treatment;27,29 therefore, we strictly applied the
same heat treatment procedures for all samples. Finally, we
studied the diffusion and re-dissolution of excess Na in the
PbTe–PbS matrix grains14 at temperatures over B600 K. This
creates an increment in the hole concentration and could be
responsible for the observed saturation of Seebeck coefficients
and electrical conductivities above 600 K. This amounts to
carrier concentration modulation with temperature and helps
to maintain the excellent thermoelectric power factors at high
temperatures in the Na-doped PbTe–PbS system. As a result
of all-scale hierarchical structuring and carrier concentration
modulation, we achieved a ZT peak value of B2.3 at 923 K in the
3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 SPSed sample, which is the
highest value ever reported in lead chalcogenides.

Results and discussion
Transport properties

In Fig. 1, we plot the thermoelectric properties for the SPSed
samples of the 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x series. The
electrical conductivities, s, of all the samples decrease as
the temperature increases from 300 K to 600 K but once the
temperature exceeds 600 K, a maximum in the Seebeck and
saturation in the electrical conductivity become evident, as
seen in Fig. 1(a). The Seebeck coefficients, S, in Fig. 1(b),
increase almost linearly from B60–65 mV K�1 at 300 K to
B260–280 mV K�1 at 600 K, after which the slope is interrupted
and they decrease slowly. The qualitative shape of this satura-
tion behavior is not reminiscent of a bipolar diffusion asso-
ciated with thermally induced band gap excitations and the
creation of conduction band electrons; it has a more profound
reason as will be revealed later in this article. The trends in
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient above 600 K in
these SPSed samples are dissimilar to those typically reported
for Na-doped PbTe,21,30 PbS,31,32 PbTe–PbSe20 or K-doped
PbTe–PbS,22 whose s and S all show smooth, gradual variations
with temperature.

As we have pointed out in previous reports,21 the 3 mol% Na
used to dope these materials is far more than what is necessary
to obtain the carrier concentrations observed in the samples
(0.5–1.0 � 1020 cm�3). The excess Na is believed to reside in the
intergrain space and on the surfaces of nanoprecipitates.14,26

We regard the abrupt saturation to be the result of the diffusion
and re-dissolution of Na, which is confined at grain/phase
boundaries at low temperature, into the grain matrix at high
temperatures, as we detail in a later section. The s values of the
(PbTe)1�x(PbS)x SPSed samples drop systematically as the con-
tent of PbS x increases from 10% to 35%, while the corre-
sponding S values change little. Except for the sample with
x = 35%, all the (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x samples exhibit very similar
power factors (PF), especially at high temperatures, as seen
in Fig. 1(c). The peak values of PFs occur at 623 K and vary
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from B23.7 to 26.5 mW cm�1 K�2, viz., comparable to the
highest reported values9,14,21 in pristine PbTe systems.

The total thermal conductivities of different compositions
are surprisingly close to each other, and all show a decreasing
trend before 700 K where upturning starts, as seen in Fig. 1(d).
Each lattice thermal conductivity is obtained by subtracting the
electrical contribution from the total thermal conductivity,
following the Wiedemann–Franz law as klatt = ktot � kele, where
kele = LsT in which the Lorenz number, L, can be calculated
from the reduced Fermi energy, eF, which is derived via the
experimental Seebeck values as described elsewhere.33,34

Fig. 1(e) shows that the lattice thermal conductivity is gradually

suppressed with the increase of PbS content until x = 20%,
thereafter it starts to increase. We show later that the lattice
thermal conductivities observed for different PbS phase frac-
tions, x, are closely related to their individual detailed micro-
structures. The values of lattice thermal conductivity range
from 1.1 to 1.5 W m�1 K�1 at room temperature (303 K), and
decrease to as low as B0.38–0.45 W m�1 K�1 at 923 K. These
high-temperature values of lattice thermal conductivity are so
low that they even approach the ‘‘glass limit’’ of B0.36 W m�1 K�1

for the bulk PbTe system as calculated by Cahill et al.35 The high
power factors over a broad temperature range (from 450 K to
923 K), together with the extremely low thermal conductivities,

Fig. 1 (a) Electrical conductivities, (b) Seebeck coefficients, (c) power factors, (d) total thermal conductivities, (e) lattice thermal conductivities, and
(f) figure of merit, ZT, of 3 at% Na-doped PbTe1�xSx composites with x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% and 35%. For conciseness, we included the error bars of
ZT for the x = 20% sample only.
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result in a high ZT (41.5) plateau in all samples from 600 K to
923 K (Fig. 1(f)), which indicate outstanding theoretical thermo-
electric efficiencies22 that are highly promising for commercial
applications. Notably, a maximal ZT of B2.3, which is one of the
highest values14,22,36,37 among thermoelectric bulk materials,
was achieved in 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x at 923 K for
x = 20%.

Microstructure analysis

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns are presented in Fig. S2
(ESI†), which show that no extra phases other than PbTe and
PbS were detected. It is obvious that the characteristic peak
intensities of the PbS phase increase systematically as the
nominal PbS content x changes from 10% to 35%; the fact that
almost no PbS phases were found when the fraction of PbS is
10% implies an almost complete solid solution between PbTe
and PbS. The characteristic peaks of the PbTe phase show no
shift as x increases from 10% to 35%, which indicates a
solution saturation of PbS in PbTe. The existence of a precipi-
tated PbS secondary phase and the meso-scale homogeneity of
our samples were validated via scanning electron microscopy,
as shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†).

To explore the underlying physical mechanisms of the
observed thermoelectric properties, we looked through the
microstructural evolution of the 3 at% Na-doped PbTe1�xSx

(x = 10%, 20% and 30%) specimens with PbS fraction x. The
10% PbS sample exhibits the highest number density nanoscale
precipitates with an average size of B9 nm, Fig. 2(a). The inserted

electron diffraction (ED) pattern, which covers a region with both
precipitates and matrix, reveals an almost single set of reflections;
this indicates endotaxy and small compositional and weak struc-
tural differences between the nanoscale precipitates and matrix.
The statistical volume fraction of the precipitates (B23%) is much
higher than the nominal PbS percentage of 10%, which implies
that the precipitates are not a completely phase-separated PbS
phase. Both lines of evidence suggest that the precipitated
nanoparticles are somewhat richer in PbS than is the matrix;
thus, the difference in mass density between the precipitates and
the matrix is smaller than that between the pure PbS phase and
the PbTe phase. Hence, phonon scattering from these precipitates
appears to be weak (discussed in a later section) despite their high
number density and small size. Cuboidal precipitates (118 nm, on
average) were widely seen in the 20% PbS sample, which are
shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The inserted ED pattern was obtained
with an aperture that included the precipitate and the matrix. The
two sets of split ED patterns were indexed separately as PbTe and
PbS, which imply that the cuboidal precipitates are the completely
phase-separated PbS. Moreover, the variance in composition
between the precipitates and the matrix also was directly reflected
by the Z-contrast difference in the STEM-HAADF (high-angle
annular dark-field) image (Fig. 2(c)). Much larger precipitates,
with an irregular round shape, (ranging from 200 to 800 nm, with
an average of B340 nm) were found in the 30% PbS sample, as
seen in Fig. 2(d). This, along with the split ED patterns, provides
strong evidence for the complete PbS phase separation from the
PbTe–PbS solid solution.

Fig. 2 (a) Low-magnification TEM image of the 10% PbS sample, which reveals nanoscale precipitates with inserted electron diffraction pattern along
the [100] zone axis; (b) and (c) low-magnification TEM and STEM-HAADF images of the 20% PbS sample, which reveal cuboidal precipitates with inserted
electron diffraction pattern along the [100] zone axis; (d) low-magnification TEM image of the 30% PbS sample shows large-scale precipitates with
inserted electron diffraction pattern along the [110] zone axis; (e) the size and number density distribution histograms of precipitates for the 10%, 20%,
and 30% PbS samples.
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Considering the relatively large precipitates size compared
to the typical wavelength of phonons (1–10 nm), which domi-
nate thermal transport,38 we do not expect an effective
reduction of lattice thermal conductivity due to precipitate
scattering. No obvious spinodal decomposition was observed
in the 30% PbS sample, although this PbS phase fraction
corresponds to the region of spinodal decomposition in the
phase diagram.24 This phenomenon could be explained by the
significantly depressed coherent spinodal line as suggested
by Doak et al.,39 who originally included coherency strains in
their density functional calculations and concluded that the
depression in temperature of the spinodal line is so large that
spinodal decomposition can only occur at very low tempera-
tures, wherein it is probably kinetically unstable.

Statistical results, as shown in Fig. 2(e), reveal that the size
of the precipitates increases as the number density decreases
with the increase of the PbS fraction. Although the smallest size
and highest number density of the precipitates were found in
the 10% PbS sample, it was the 20% PbS sample that exhibits
the lowest lattice thermal conductivity. The detailed relation-
ship between microstructures and lattice thermal conductivities
will be discussed later in our calculations. We note that these
microstructural features of the SPS samples and their evolution
with PbS content resemble what was reported in the corre-
sponding ingots.21,26

We also employed the intermediate- and high-resolution
STEM-HAADF and STEM-ABF (annular bright-field) techniques
to study selected SPS samples (x = 10%, 20% and 30%). The
interface between the S-rich precipitate (relatively darker in the

HAADF imaging mode while brighter in the ABF imaging mode)
and the PbTe matrix in the 10% PbS sample is indistinct, as
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), which suggests a weak composi-
tional gradient. Such a weak interface and composition con-
trast might be ineffective in scattering heat-carrying phonons.
The cuboidal precipitates in the 20% PbS specimen exhibit
regular Moiré fringes in thick areas, which are seen more
clearly in the ABF image mode, as shown Fig. 3(c) and (d). It
is well known that the Moiré pattern represents a type of
diffraction contrast, due to the overlap between two sets of
planes (e.g., the PbS precipitate and the PbTe matrix from top to
down) with nearly common periodicity and/or a small relative
rotation angle. HAADF differs from the ABF imaging mode in
STEM by its much smaller collection angles; thus, the HAADF
imaging mode is more sensitive to compositional variations
(so-called Z-contrast imaging), while the ABF mode exhibits
high sensitivity to diffraction contrast. We observed clear
interfacial contrast and misfit edge dislocations at the straight
interfaces around the cuboidal precipitates, which are shown in
Fig. 3(e) and (f). As the fraction of PbS further increases to 30%,
much larger PbS particles then precipitate. It is apparent that
the three samples show quite different microstructures,
which could be derived from their disparate phase states in
the PbTe–PbS binary phase diagram: the 10% PbS sample is
located in the region of nucleation and growth, the 30% PbS
sample lies in the region of spinodal decomposition, while the
20% PbS phase remains in between. The different microstruc-
tures are closely related to the charge and phonon transport
properties, which are carefully treated in our calculations.

Fig. 3 Mediate- or high-resolution-STEM-HAADF (a, c, e, g) and STEM-ABF (b, d, f, h) images of the 10% (a, b), 20% (c–f), and 30% (g, h) PbS samples:
(a) and (b) show the interface between the S-rich precipitate and the PbTe matrix, which lacks a clear interface; (c) and (d) shows regular Moiré fringes in a
PbS cuboidal precipitate; (e) and (f) reflect the straight interface between the cuboidal PbS precipitate and the PbTe matrix with orderly arrayed
dislocations; (g) and (h) reveal the round interface between a spherical PbS precipitate and the PbTe matrix.
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Lowest lattice thermal conductivity in the x = 20% SPSed
sample

It was seen earlier in Fig. 1(e) that the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity of 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x decreases with x until it
reaches 20%, and then increases again. To better illustrate this
interesting behavior, we re-plotted the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity versus x (Fig. 4(a)) at 303 K, 623 K, and 923 K. The nominal
composition of (PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 (x = 0.2) consistently exhibits the
lowest lattice thermal conductivity at various temperatures, and
the reason for this is not as trivial as it seems from the TEM
observations. We ascribe the low lattice thermal conductivity
of (PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 to the higher PbTe–PbS alloying ratio, as
discussed by Girard et al.21,27 together with effective phonon
scattering by the nanoscale precipitates, and suggest that the
incipient nano-precipitates (B10 nm) in (PbTe)0.9(PbS)0.1

(x = 10%) are relatively weak in scattering phonons, despite
their small size.

To elucidate the relation of microstructure with lattice
thermal conductivity in the 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x

SPSed samples, we now present thermal transport calculations
based on the revised Callaway model, as described elsewhere.29

As mentioned above, the grain sizes are mesoscale (42 mm),
and hence, the grain boundaries are fairly weak in scattering
the short- and intermediate-wavelength phonons that domi-
nate thermal transport. Moreover, although strains and dis-
locations might exist at phase/grain boundaries, they are not
considered in our calculations since their number densities are
low and difficult to be quantified precisely.40 We include the
contributions from the Umklapp scattering, the normal phonon–
phonon scattering, and the point defects- and precipitates-
scatterings in our calculations; detailed formulae and information
are given in the ESI.†

In (PbTe)0.9(PbS)0.1, the matrix and the nanoprecipitates are
believed to be sulfur-poor and sulfur-rich, respectively; however,

as evidenced from the TEM observations mentioned above, the
composition difference between them is small. This small
composition contrast implies their inefficiency in phonon scat-
tering despite the precipitates’ small size and high number
density, as suggested by eqn (S4) and (S5) (ESI†) and the
literature.40,41 In the spinodal decomposition region (x 4 30%)
of the PbTe–PbS phase diagram,24 phase separation yields a
PbTe-rich PbTe0.93S0.07 phase and a PbS-rich PbS0.98Te0.02 phase.
In contrast, S alloying in PbTe can be as large as B0.12 in the
intermediate region (x � 16%) between nucleation-and-growth
and spinodal decomposition in Na-doped PbTe–PbS composites,
even after annealing, which indicates that this incompletely-
phase-separated-state may be more thermodynamically pre-
ferred.27,42 Our TEM statistics on the density and size of the
precipitates confirm this argument and show that the volume
fraction of PbS-rich precipitates in (PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 is only B7%
(in contrast to the nominal B20% PbS fraction), which indicates
a high alloying ratio of PbS as the result of incomplete phase
separation. The reliability of our calculations is assessed by
comparing the calculated results directly with experiments
(Fig. 4(b)); note that the lattice thermal conductivities were
calculated based on the volume fraction of the PbTe-rich and
PbS-rich phases for both (PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 and (PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3

with the phenomenological effective medium theory.43,44 Within
the margin of error, our calculated and experimental data
reinforce the validity of our abovementioned argument that
(PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 corresponds to an incomplete phase separation
with large S alloying, and that the small nanoprecipitates widely
found in (PbTe)0.9(PbS)0.1 show only small mass contrast from
the matrix and cannot effectively scatter heat-carrying phonons.

Reduced thermal conductivity in the SPSed samples

Girard et al.21 systematically studied the thermoelectric proper-
ties of Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x ingots, and reported very low

Fig. 4 (a) Lattice thermal conductivities (at 303 K, 623 K and 923 K) in (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x samples decrease as x increases from 0.1 to 0.2, then increase with
the elevating x value. (b) Calculated lattice thermal conductivities taking into account that the precipitates and alloying scattering (ESI†) match
considerably with the experimental results. The data of x = 0.2 and 0.3 was calculated based on the volume fraction of the PbTe- and PbS-rich phases,
with the phenomenological effective medium theory (EMT), which is described elsewhere.43,44
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thermal conductivity after PbS alloying and Na-doping. Com-
pared with the ingots (2 at% Na-doped (PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12 was
chosen due to its superior thermoelectric performance), the
SPSed samples in our study exhibited very similar electrical
conductivities and Seebeck coefficients, as depicted in Fig. 5(a)

and (b). Moreover, the trends of the temperature dependent
Hall carrier concentration, p, and mobility, m, also are consistent
with those of the ingots21 (z at% Na-doped (PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12

with z = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0), as shown in Fig. 5(c), (d) and Table 1. As
we know, the abrupt rise of hole concentration, p, that is derived

Fig. 5 (a) and (b) The very close electrical conductivities and Seebeck coefficients observed in the PbTe–PbS ingots and SPSed samples. (c) and (d)
Average higher carrier concentrations and lower mobilities were found in the SPSed samples, which indicate a relatively higher level of p-type point
defects therein, see Table 1. (e) Considerably lower lattice thermal conductivities were observed in the SPSed samples, (f) lower lattice thermal
conductivities in highly dense SPSed samples versus ingots were also widely reported in other thermoelectric materials. (g) and (h) The consistently lower
lattice thermal conductivities in the SPSed samples compared with ingots, which explain the observed superior overall ZT. For concision, the error bars of
ZT were implemented only for the x = 20% sample.
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from the Hall coefficient is superficial above 650 K and is merely
the result of valence bands (L and S) approaching and thermally
activated intrinsic electrons moving from valence bands to
conduction bands. Hence, only p values at room temperature,
wherein the contributions from the heavier hole S valence band
and conduction band are diminished, are adopted in this
section to give a more reliable estimation of real hole concentra-
tions. The room temperature solubility of Na is suggested to be
B0.5 at%41 or B0.4 at%45 in PbTe and B2 at% in PbS;41

therefore, excessive Na-doping of more than 0.5 at% should
consistently lead to a hole concentration of B7.5 � 1019 cm�3

(0.5% � NAr/MPbTe, where NA is Avogadro’s constant, r is mass
density, and MPbTe is the molecular mass of PbTe). This value is
almost the same as the average hole concentrations in the three
(PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12�z at% Na ingots, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The
relatively higher concentrations of holes (correspondingly lower
hole mobility, as inseted in Fig. 5(d)) in the SPSed samples
indicates extra p-type doping as compared with ingots.

We undertook density functional theory (DFT) calculations as
detailed in ESI,† which suggest that Pb-vacancies are the most
favorable p-type point defects. Indeed, a Pb vacancy, which is
highly possible to originate from the high-energy powdering and
consolidation processes, is the defect with the lowest formation
energy both in the PbTe and PbS phases. Considering the very
similar microstructures between the all-scale hierarchical SPSed
samples in this study and previously reported ingots samples,21

we believe that these extra p-type point defects contribute, at
least partly, to the consistently lower lattice thermal conductivity
in the SPSed samples (Fig. 5(e)). Moreover, the inevitable grain
interface barriers or slight porosity coming from the grinding
and the SPS/HP processing may also be responsible for the
reduced lattice thermal conductivity. This is widely reported in
thermoelectrics such as PbTe,41,46 PbSe,20,41,47 PbS2,32,48 and
(Zr0.6Hf0.4)0.9Ti0.1NiSn,49 as shown in Fig. 5(f) and Table 2. The
reduced carrier mobilities seen in the SPSed samples provide
indirect evidence for the grain interface barriers. The further
lowering of the lattice thermal conductivity results in the signifi-
cantly higher ZT of the SPSed samples compared to the corre-
sponding ingots, as shown in Fig. 5(h).

Saturation of Seebeck coefficient, S, and electrical conductivity, r

The clearly seen saturations of the Seebeck coefficients and
electrical conductivities in the Na-doped SPSed (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x

samples (x = 10%, 20% and 30%) start at around 600 K,

as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6(a). Saturation at a similar
temperature was also reported in Na-doped (PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12

ingots by Girard et al.,21 Na-doped PbTe by Airapetyants et al.,50

and Na-doped (PbTe)1�x�y(PbSe)x(PbS)y by Korkosz et al.51 For
comparison, the K-doped (PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3 SPSed sample22

exhibited smooth curves with the elevating temperature (gold
solid lines); only the 3 at% K-doped sample was included in the
plots for conciseness. In contrast to the relatively close charge
transport values of the Na- and K-doped SPSed samples below
600 K, the discrepancies of S and s at 900 K are as large as
25% and 50%, respectively. The saturations of S and s in these
samples apparently are crucial to maintaining the superior
power factors as compared with the K-doped samples, as
Fig. 6(b) shows. We argue later that the saturation phenomena
arises likely from the modulated hole concentration at elevated
temperatures, which is related to the further dissolution of the
Na dopant. Although the hole concentrations in different
samples vary (Table 1), the room temperature Seebeck coeffi-
cients are extremely close due to the domination of the lower
heavier valence bands (S-bands) in PbTe in the case of heavy
p-type doping52 (p 4 5 � 1019 cm�3), which is further verified
by the calculated Pisarenko line at 303 K (in a 2-band model), as
shown Fig. 6(c). The calculations were based on the relaxation
time approximated Boltzmann Transport Equation in the frame-
work of two valence bands,9,53 i.e., upper lighter valence bands
(L-bands) and S-bands.

For heavily doped p-type PbTe, the saturation of S and s
previously was ascribed by Airapetyants50 to the thermal excita-
tion of electrons from the valence to conduction bands, i.e.,
bipolar effect, which is probably due to the coincidence of their
onset temperatures. Nevertheless, this explanation was chal-
lenged by follow-up experimental values9,54 and calculations9,55

(including our own). The assessed concentration of thermally
activated electrons at 600 K is only around B1016 cm�3, as seen
in Fig. 6(d), which is obviously insignificant compared with the
majority carrier (hole) concentration at B1019 cm�3 and these
values are consistent with calculations reported elsewhere.52

Korkosz et al.51 recently suggested that the saturation of S and
s could be explained by the topological electrons, the notion of
which was proposed previously to explain the observed negative
low-field Hall coefficients, RH, in Na-doped PbTe–PbS samples
at B600 K.52 When the initially separated L-pockets and
S-pockets singly connect with a continuous Fermi surface, a
negative curvature would form at the ‘‘neck’’ of the connection.

Table 1 Room temperature carrier concentrations and mobilities derived
from Hall measurements for Na-doped PbTe–PbS ingots21 and SPSed
samples

Compositions
Hole concentration
(�1020 cm�3)

Hole mobility
(cm2 V�1 s�1)

1.0% Na–(PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12 ingot 0.69 170.9
1.5% Na–(PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12 ingot 0.92 137.7
2.0% Na–(PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12 ingot 0.41 210.8
3.0% Na–(PbTe)0.9(PbS)0.1 SPSed 1.3 94.1
3.0% Na–(PbTe)0.8(PbS)0.2 SPSed 0.82 125.9
3.0% Na–(PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3 SPSed 0.97 97.2

Table 2 Reported lattice thermal conductivity values (at room tempera-
ture), klatt, of SPS/HP-ed samples versus their corresponding ingots. Note:
only hand grinding (no ball milling) was performed before the SPS/HP
processes in all these cases, so as to exclude the effect of grain size; all
SPS/HP-ed samples were highly consolidated (495% at least). The unit of
klatt is in W m�1 K�1

Compositions klatt ingots klatt SPS/HP

PbTe 2.241 2.046

PbSe 1.941 1.620,47

PbS 2.62 1.532,48

(Hf0.6Zr0.4)0.9Ti0.1NiSn 3.6749 3.049
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The charge carriers in that ‘‘neck’’ region behave like electrons
in response to a potential or a temperature gradient, and
contribute negatively to the Seebeck coefficient, which is oppo-
site to the majority of charge carriers (holes). However, this

explanation might not suit our case well, since both literature21

and our own low-field Hall measurements (�0.52 to 0.52 Tesla)
of similar compositions show positive Hall coefficients as high
as 823 K, in contrast to the reported negative low-field RH of as

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) Saturation occurs in both electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient in the Na-doped PbTe–PbS composites over B600 K in
contrast to the K-doped composites. (c) The similarity of the low-temperature Seebeck values between the Na- and K-doped SPSed samples can be
explained as the contribution from the lower heavy valence bands, as the calculated Pisarenko line (303 K) shows. (d) The 3-band model calculation
exhibits that the concentration of minority charge carriers (electrons) due to intrinsically thermal activation is very low at B600 K, which is deficient to
explain the observed saturation of electrical transport properties. (e) and (f) A systematical calculation of electrical conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient as hole concentration increases from 0.8 � 1020 to 1.6 � 1020 cm�3. (g) and (h) Calculation (in a 3-band model) with a constant hole
concentration (p = 0.8 � 1020 cm�3) and intrinsic electrons (in dash lines) cannot explain the experiments, while that of increasing hole concentration
(in solid lines) fits the measured data well.
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low as B600 K (while, a positive RH at higher fields). It also was
argued52 that sulfur helps in the formation of the topological
connection of L and S bands, and thus is responsible for the
onset temperature of saturation. The reason given for this was
that sulfur p-orbitals could lower the L band, thus narrowing
the energy gap between the two valence bands, and resulting in
the contribution of topological electrons to the overall electrical
transport at a lower temperature. In our understanding, since
PbS has a larger energy offset between the L–S band edges
compared with PbTe,4 the alloying of PbS into PbTe would
widen the energy gap between corresponding valence bands;
moreover, observations52 did not show a stronger sign of electron-
like behavior in the 12% sulfur sample than in the 8% sample.
Moreover, the topological electrons result from the ‘‘connection’’
of the Fermi surface of the L and S bands, and thus are related
only with the material’s intrinsic band structures; however, diffi-
culties arise when applying this to explain the disparate electrical
behaviors in Na-(obvious saturations) and K-heavily doped
(no saturations were observed) (PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3,22 and the distin-
guishing trends of S and s in Na-doped (PbTe)1�x�y(PbSe)x(PbS)y

during heating and cooling cycles51 as well.
It is interesting to note that most (if not all) of the saturation

phenomena appear to take place in Na-doped samples, such
as Na-doped (PbTe)0.88(PbS)0.12 by Girard et al.,21 Na-doped
(PbTe)1�x�y(PbSe)x(PbS)y by Korkosz et al.51 and Na-doped
Pb0.96Sr0.04Te by Biswas et al.14 Especially, when comparing
the K-doped (PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3 samples22 with the Na-doped
samples in this study (note that their synthetic conditions were
the same, and that the hole concentrations at room tempera-
tures are similar too), as seen in Fig. 5(a) and (b), it is natural to
argue that Na is one of the key factors for the observed
saturation features. Another common feature of the Na-doped
samples that exhibited such saturation features is the existence
of vast grain/phase boundaries or dislocations. Previously
we showed that excess Na beyond the solubility limit tends to
segregate at these grain/phase boundaries,14,26 and also that
the boundaries may ‘‘liquefy’’ at temperatures above 633 K.56

Herein, we suggest that the saturation of S and s results from
the diffusion and re-dissolution of Na, which was confined to
grain/phase boundaries at low temperatures, and back into the
matrix grains at elevated temperatures. The re-dissolution of Na
as p-type doping would increase the matrix hole concentration,
leading to a decreased Seebeck coefficient and increased elec-
trical conductivity.

We calculated the electrical transport properties by solving
the Boltzmann Transport Equation, which accounts for the
contribution from three related bands9,53 (L + S valence bands
along with the C conduction band) to validate our suggestion;
details are given in ESI.† As seen in Fig. 6(e) and (f), electrical
conductivity, s, and the Seebeck coefficient, S, vary system-
atically with the elevating hole concentration from 0.8 � 1020 to
1.6 � 1020 cm�3. The former value represents the measured
room temperature Hall coefficient, while the latter corresponds to
the high-temperature solution limit of Na in the PbTe system.45

The onset temperature of Na diffusion at 600 K probably
implies the existence of a potential energy barrier (BkBT = 600 K).

For a better illustration, we put the calculated electrical transport
properties of increasing hole concentration together with those
calculated with a constant hole concentration (0.8 � 1020 cm�3),
and compared them with the experimental data of 3 at% Na-doped
(PbTe)1�x(PbS)x (x = 10%, 20% and 30%), which is shown in Fig. 6(g)
and (h). If the carrier concentration is kept constant, S tends to
increase smoothly to the peak around 750 K, after which it starts to
decline due to the bipolar effect. The discrepancy between the
calculation with a fixed hole concentration and the experimental
results again points to the deficiency in Airapetyants’s suggestion. In
contrast, calculations with an increasing hole concentration match
the experiments quite well.

The modulation of hole concentration due to the diffusion
and re-dissolution of Na at elevated temperatures (over B600 K)
is beneficial to the overall thermoelectric performance; this can
be understood from the viewpoint of tuning the actual carrier
concentration closer to the temperature dependent optimized
concentration, as argued by Pei et al.,57 and as Fig. S5 (ESI†)
shows. Lastly, it is also understandable that no obvious satura-
tions were found in K-heavily doped (PbTe)0.7(PbS)0.3 since the
radius of K+ (B0.133 nm) is much larger than that of Na+

(B0.095 nm) and it is hard for K+ to diffuse into the matrix as
a p-type dopant at elevated temperatures.

We cannot exclude the possibility that topological electrons
and the bipolar effect may also contribute to the observed
saturation of S and s at high temperatures, but they do not
necessarily play such a dominant role. Overall, the underlying
reason is complicated and could be the combination of the
elevated solubility of Na (dominating), topological electrons51,52

and the bipolar effect;50 while only the latter two factors might
function at even higher temperatures.

Conclusions

The PbTe–PbS pseudo-binary has a complex microstructure due
to the existence of an immiscibility gap between PbTe and PbS
and thus exhibits very low thermal conductivity compared with
its end members PbTe and PbS. We synthesized and system-
atically studied 3 at% Na-doped (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x SPSed samples
with varying PbS phase fractions x (x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,
30%, and 35%). An outstanding figure of merit, ZT B 2.3, was
obtained at 923 K when the PbS phase fraction is 20%, which
corresponds to the lowest lattice thermal conductivity. The
relationship between microstructure and lattice thermal con-
ductivity was discussed based on TEM observations and theore-
tical calculations. Furthermore, we ascribed the consistently
lower thermal conductivities in the SPSed samples (than those
in the ingots) to the all-scale hierarchical architecturing. We
suggested that the modulation in the hole concentration due to
excessive Na diffusion and re-dissolution into the matrix grains
is responsible for the observed saturations of the electrical
properties over B600 K, which result in the superior power
factors in the Na-doped samples compared to those of the
K-doped samples.22
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Sample synthesis and characterization
Sample synthesis

Ingots (B20 g) with nominal compositions of (PbTe)1�x(PbS)x�3
at% Na (x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% and 35%) were
synthesized by mixing the appropriate ratios of high-purity raw
materials of Pb, Te, S and Na in carbon-coated quartz tubes in an
N2-filled glove box. The raw materials that were used are as
follows: Pb wire (99.99%, American Elements, US), Te shot
(99.999%, 5N Plus, Canada), S shot or chunk (99.999%, 5N Plus,
Canada) and Na chunk (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich, US). The quartz
tubes were then evacuated to a pressure of B10�4 Torr, flame-
sealed, melted at 1323 K over 10 h, and quenched to room
temperature (297 K). The obtained ingots were crushed into
powders and then densified by the spark plasma sintering (SPS)
method (SPS-211Lx, Dr Sinter), and highly dense samples can
achieve 497% of the theoretical density. To prepare for SPS
processing, the melt-grown ingots were first hand-ground into
powders (o5 mm3) with a mortar and pestle, and then further
ground by a mechanical mortar and pestle to reduce the grains
to less than 53 mm3. These powders were then densified at 823 K
for 10 min in a 20 mm diameter graphite die under an axial
compressive stress of 40 MPa. Highly dense disk-shaped pellets
with the dimensions of + 20 mm � 9 mm were thus obtained.
The manipulations and preparation steps for powder grinding
were carried out in a glove box with a purified N2-atmosphere.

Electrical properties

The obtained pellets were cut into bars of 18 mm � 3 mm �
3 mm and used for simultaneously measuring the Seebeck
coefficient and electrical conductivity with an Ulvac Riko ZEM-3
instrument under an He-atmosphere from room temperature to
923 K. The samples were coated with a thin layer (0.1–0.2 mm) of
boron nitride (BN) to protect the instruments from contamina-
tion. Heating and cooling cycles gave reproducible electrical
properties, thus verifying that these samples were thermally
stable. The uncertainty in the Seebeck coefficient and electrical
conductivity measurements is B5%. The Hall coefficients were
measured using the van der Pauw technique under a reversible
magnetic field of 0.52 T (8340DC, Toyo, Japan) and the uncertainty
is estimated to be within 5%.

Thermal conductivity

High-density SPS processed pellets were cut and polished into
coins of + B 8 mm and thickness B2 mm for measuring
thermal diffusivity. The samples were coated with a thin layer
of graphite to minimize errors from the emissivity of the
materials. Thermal conductivity was calculated from k = D�Cp�r,
where the thermal diffusivity coefficient (D) was measured using
the laser-flash diffusivity method in a Netzsch LFA457, the specific
heat capacity (Cp) was indirectly derived using a representative
sample (Pyroceram 9606) between 300 and 923 K, and the density
(r) was determined using the dimensions and mass of the sample,
and reconfirmed using a gas pycnometer (Micromeritics
AccuPyc1340) measurement. The thermal diffusivity data were
analyzed using the Cowan model with pulse correction; heating

and cooling cycles gave reproducible values for every individual
sample. The uncertainty of the thermal conductivity is esti-
mated to be within 5%, considering the uncertainties for D, Cp,
and r. The combined uncertainty for all measurements
involved in the calculation of ZT is about 15%.

Electron microscopy

S/TEM investigations were carried out in an aberration-
corrected JEOL ARM200 microscope operated at 200 kV. Thin
TEM specimens were prepared by conventional standard methods.
These procedures included cutting, grinding, dimpling, polishing,
and Ar-ion milling with a liquid nitrogen cooling stage. SEM
investigations were performed using a Zeiss Merlin microscope,
and SEM specimens were meticulously polished before examina-
tion under the microscope.

X-ray diffraction

Powdery X-ray diffraction patterns were performed using a
Smartlab (9 kW, Rigaku, Japan), the powders were obtained
via hand-milling in a mechanical mortar and pestle to a grain
size no more than 53 mm3.
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